
MAKE PERFORMANCE TESTING
MORE CONTINUOUS

WHILE AUTOMATED TESTING IS MAINSTREAM,

AUTOMATED PERFORMANCE TESTING
IS STILL CUTTING EDGE.

HERE’S HOW

Put Performance SLAs
on the Task Board
User stories are typically written from a functional perspective. 
They don’t need to be. Every application has   (SLAs) to meet. 

Write acceptance tests for both general cases (all pages should load
in less than 1 second) and specific cases (search results should be 
delivered in 2.5 seconds), so stories cannot be marked “Done” until
performance objectives are met.

Integrate With Your
Build Server
The Build Server is one of the core pieces of the Continuous 
Integration process. Testing for performance should be no different
than any other type of QA. 

Define a suite of performance scripts for smoke testing, unit testing,
regression testing, and integration testing. Incorporated those tests
into the appropriate parts of the build, so performance testing takes
place alongside everything else.

Work Closely With 
Developers to 
Anticipate Changes
Successful Agile teams know how to communicate, and 
performance testing is an important part of that. Stay on top of
upcoming tasks and stories, and participate in the process.

Take part in daily standups and similar meetings. Think about
how every story will be coded and tested. Look for where new
code is going to break existing scripts. Stay engaged,
and stay one step ahead.

CI + Nightly Build + End
of Sprint Load Testing

The best thing about working in an Agile environment is being
able to make changes iteratively. You can take each one of these

practices and try them out for a few iterations. See how they
work for your team before starting some of the more difficult

practices around automation.

 Remember, Agile is all about delivering incremental value.

NOT SURE IF YOUR TOOL CAN KEEP
UP WITH YOUR AGILE WORK FLOW?
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The difference between Continuous Integration builds, nightly builds,
 and the builds produced at the end of the sprints can be huge. 

Run a small performance test with common scenarios from your
own internal load generators in your CI server. For nightly builds,
ramp it up to include more corner cases and peak load volume. At
the end of a sprint, go all out with a cloud-generated load
accessing your app through the firewall.

You can stay
ahead of the

curve too!

Automated performance
testing is a steadily evolving
practice, being adopted by
companies who want to
stay ahead of the curve.

69% of companies with a
CI server run automated

functional testing only

13% of companys have a
Continuous Integration server

and run both automated
functional and performance testing

Stay tuned for my next blog on how to 
choose a load and performance testing tool 
that fits the needs of your Agile teams.


